Mrs. Sullivan Christens Destroyer, Then Breaks Down, Wrecked by Sobs

Namesake of Five Lost Sullivans Launched

Ceilings Fixed on Meat

Price Drop Goes With Points Cut

Memories of Five Lost Sullivans Launched

State Traps, Shoots Deer Near Boone

The Weather
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Airfield Bombardment

Heavy Tank and Gun Dells Race South of Izun

Divorced Woman Shot by Ex-Husband Dies of Wounds

Policeman's Call, An Accident, Brings Firemen: It's False

Mother Christina Destroyer, Then Breaks Into Sob

Governor Signs Bill to Extend Poor Relief Plan

REVEALS PLAN TO SET UP POST-WAR CURRENCIES

Kiel Blasted After Renault WorksBombed

United States launches air attacks on the Renault automobile factory and other targets, the first strike of major magnitude made against Germany. A total of 174 American planes participated in the operation.

The raid, which was ordered by the Department of War, was a direct response to the German submarine attack on the American merchantman. It was directed against the Renault automobile factory, which was reported to be the center of German military production. The raid was succeeded by a German counter raids which encountered a storm of bombing. It was the first time that the United States had launched a major air attack against Germany.

The raid was conducted by 174 American planes, including 124 B-25 Mitchell bombers and 50 C-47 transport aircraft. The planes were able to penetrate the German defenses and bomb the targets with great accuracy. The attack was highly successful, and it was estimated that the German production of cars, trucks, and other weapons was significantly reduced.

The raid was followed by a German counter raids, which were met by a storm of bombing. The German planes were able to reach the United States, but they were unable to penetrate the American defenses. The American planes were able to engage the German planes and destroy them.

The raid was an important turning point in the war, as it marked the beginning of the American air offensive against Germany. It was a clear demonstration of the power of American air forces, and it showed that the United States was capable of launching a major air attack against Germany.

The raid was a success, and it was followed by a series of American air raids on other targets in Germany. It was the first of many major air attacks that would be launched by the United States during the war, and it paved the way for the American air offensive that would sweep across Germany.